Pre-Historic Nidderdale
Iron Age Nidderdale Community Archaeology group would like to thank the owners of Oxen Close
Farm, Brian and Sue Barningham for allowing the group access to their land to examine and excavate
possible pre-historic features.
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Land use
The land of Oxen Close Farm is almost entirely given over to pasture, stock grazing
and cut for silage. The stock are both Belted Galloway cattle and sheep. There is a
certificated Caravan site on one field for five caravans. The areas directly above
Darley Beck are quite damp and are a mixture of older deciduous woodland and very
recently planted deciduous saplings. Some of this area is used for raising game
birds.

Known archaeological and historical features
Oxen Close farm is a Grade II listed building
House. Mid-late C17, roof raised early C18. Coursed squared gritstone,
grey slate roof. 2 storeys, 3 bays. Quoins. 4-panel door between left

hand bays in chamfered stone surround with stepped chamfer, defaced
inscription to lintel and single slab hood on stone brackets. Recessedchamfered mullion windows to ground floor of 3, 4 and 3 lights; flat-faced
mullion windows to first floor of 3, 3 and 2 lights. Shaped kneeler and
gable coping left. Ridge stack at left gable (brick), above door and
between bays 2 and 3 (banded). Former outbuilding and smithy converted to
house, attached to right, not of special interest.

Listing NGR: SE1859459416

Survey Results
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Key the field numbers are black type on yellow dot.

Each of the fields on the farm were surveyed by walk over surveys, observing and
recording any feature of interest.
The only fields thought to have any pre-historic features were fields 62 a and c. The
features that were investigated by excavation were in field 62a where there were a
series of interlocking wall remains, made up of large irregular stones. The walls
seemed to be enclosing small fields or enclosures. There was also a possible hut
circle.

The map below shows the site of what was provisionally labelled a prehistoric field
wall in 62a
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View above of Fields 62 top end, 62a and 62c from Google Earth showing sites of
possible pre-historic wall remains and hut circles and the boulder which looks like a
large laced stone on smaller ones.

Three views below of sections of the wall with the bracken cleared away.

Picture of the site just prior to the excavation showing a series of inter-connecting
wall remains

The field 62c also had a small section of possible prehistoric wall. It was very short,
and it was decided that it would be recorded and not excavated as it was less clearly
defined than the walls in 62a and an excavation in 62a would give more information.
The wall in 62c is shown below. This field also has a hollow way through part of it

There were excavations in two areas in field 62a, the results of which
altered the thinking on these features. The first excavation was of the
wall. It was found to sit on a fairly recent surface. There were no finds,
so accurate dating is not possible, but the rough construction and the
stratigraphy suggests it is probably medieval at the earliest. The circular
feature was also excavated and an environmental sample from a buried
vegetation layer below it was dated early fifteenth century. The
probability is that both features are medieval rather than prehistoric.
There are other interesting features on this farm but none of them looked
pre-historic. Most notable are the remains of parts of the monks’ wall
running close to the beck in some stretches. There are also signs of old
track ways and buildings.

